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Whether we're talking about your back, the gears of a bicycle, or the

tires on your car, being out of alignment is not a good thing. It can be

painful, leave you unable to function properly, and lead to a host of

other problems. However, when we're IN alignment, watch out world!

 

But you can't "fix" what you're not wholly aware of, right? This week

we're taking a life "checkup". This will allow you to do a couple of

things - create a baseline reading of where you're currently at and

begin to identify those areas of your life that you might want to focus

on the most for the next six weeks.
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On the scale below, make a mark on each line to represent how you

currently feel overall. Don't think too much about it. Just go with your

first gut instinct.
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Your life is supposed to feel good to you.
~Abraham Hicks
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Now let's look at how satisfied you are with in some specific areas of

your life. These can change all the time based on present

circumstances, but for this exercise, rate each area based on how you

feel right now. Like before, don't think too much about this. Just score

yourself based on what comes up first for you.

Step  1  -
For each life area, score yourself from 1 - 10, with 10 being the highest

level of satisfaction and 1 being the lowest level of satisfaction.

Step  2  -
Transfer each life area into the second box, ranking them in order

from Most Satisfied to Least Satisfied.

SATISFACTION 

LEVEL 1 - 10

LIFE AREA

Physical Health

Social / Fun

Love / Romance

Family

Work / Purpose

Home/Environment

Mental Health

Finances / Money

LIFE AREA

RANKING

#1 (highest)

#2

#3

#4

#8 (lowest)

#5

#6

#7
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What is you initial reaction to the results of filling out the previous

two boxes?

Looking at your two highest ranked life areas, why do you feel most

satisfied in these area?

Looking at your two lowest ranked life areas, why do you feel least

satisfied in these area?
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You may have come to this course feeling like your life needs  a

complete overhaul. But just look at your ranked listing of your life

areas. There ARE areas of your life where you're feeling more

satisfied  and are able to see your "wins" more clearly. 

 

Have you ever heard the saying, "What you look for you will find"? One

of the biggest mindset shifts that needs to happen when crafting your

comeback comes in the form of recognizing all the fantabulous things

that come your way EVERY DAY! Even in those life areas that ranked

#3-8! 

 

 We receive from the Universe every day and in so many different

ways, but we often overlook the ways we are "receivers". 

 

It's so imperitive that we begin to really recognize ALL the ways the

Universe gives to us on the daily; that we do a little happy dance and

say a hearty "thank you!" when those moments come along.  This puts

us in alignment with the Universe, and  puts us in a position to receive

MORE!

 

Starting today, begin keeping a log to keep track of all the ways you

are a receiver from the Universe.  I like to use the G.R.O.W. model.

G 

R

O

W

- gratitude

- receiving

- opportunities

- wins



From the coin you find on the sidewalk to the discount the cashier

gave you as a courtesy; from the chance to offer your expertise to 

 someone else to the small and large victories you experience each

day, when  you  notice them, celebrate them, and take the time to

acknowledge them on a deeper level by writing them down, you send

out the message to the Universe that you are open to MORE! That

you're open to let it GROW!
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Read and complete this workbook

 

Post your life area rankings from page 2 of this

workbook in the group with any thoughts you have

surrounding it.

 

This week (and in the weeks to come), let it GROW

and write down all the ways that you are a receiver.

 

Post in the group how you are letting it GROW 
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Do n t  go  thr o ugh  l i f e ,               thr o ugh  l i f e .grow

what now...

As we move through the next 6 weeks together, PLEASE feel free to post in

the group beyond just these exercises. We are here to support each other on

this journey. If a random GROW moment happens, share it so we can

celebrate with you (#letitgrow). If you need to vent (#vent), feel free but

remember that "vents" are just that and are a way to just get it out.


